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Hope Luberas(August 2,1997)
 
UHMMM...I'm a Filipino..living in the Philippines.. I have 3  siblings.. we are all
girls.. My father is a businessman.. my mother is servant of God in the church..
But all of us serve GOD.., =) .. wanna share the poems I wrote.. hope you all like
it.. =') ..
GOD BLESS US.. CONTINUE DOING GOOD THINGS =))
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'A Life'
 
Every breath we take
And things we make
Every time we spend
Happiness that never end.
 
We must show to all
That every time we fall
We stand up and takes out fear
For life can't be easily tear.
 
Let's live life wisely
To enjoy and end happily
Must give thanks everyday
For blessing us in every way.
 
A life has given
One of us was chosen
So live without regret
Coz life's short don't forget
 
Hope Luberas
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'Bitterness' By Hope Luberas
 
Bitterness reflects hatred
Also defines greed
we can't make ourself blind
that it can ruin our mind.
 
Understand it before acting
Don't make yourself stop laughing
Be mature enough to that thing
So that it will not be depressing.
 
What will happen
If you're not that open
To forgive and love
People who made wrong move.
 
Hope Luberas
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Raindrop
 
Oh! raindropp is anywhere
I wanna stop and play there
Run, walk, and even fly
Will make me smile or cry.
 
I wanna be wherever the rain
I wanna spend my life with no pain
I wanna see myself dancing
To the rain keeps on falling.
 
Until a day will come
My dancing will end at home
I hope it won't stop
Coz the smile on my face started with a raindrop.
 
Hope Luberas
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What Life Looks Like
 
What's good in the morning
In the afternoon or evening
If all you can see is darkness
Full also of mysteries.
 
I've found many people
With a smile colored by a purple
Tells that life's like a circle
Keeps turning like a marble.
 
It made my eyes open
that I'm not really forsaken
For i thought life's full of fear
But it can't be easily tear.
 
Now that I understand
That I'm living in this land
For a reason not to regret
Coz life has an end don't you forget.
 
Hope Luberas
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Who's Ur 1st Love?
 
I was once aimless
Like an orphan which is homeless
Then ended to be hopeless
Because of things that are shameless.
 
My life was filed of darkness
Suddenly covered of my weakness
Then I could find myself armless
And cried out of being helpless.
 
But why moments like this appear
At first it was so unclear
And there's endless fear
I thought it will just disappear.
 
Oh no! I totally forgot
I remember Him and it's like a slingshot
There is still someone above
Who cares for me and gave His love
His name is JESUS!
 
Hope Luberas
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You Captured My Heart
 
There was no more space
When I look to your face
Coz my heart beats like a race
That no one could chase.
 
What a wonderful day
It seems there's a way
For your heart to stay
And you'll not go astray.
 
It's my pleasure to have you here
In my heart which is sincere
There will be no more tear
Until days will pass or a year.
 
Hope Luberas
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